Disney presents

THE LION KING

YOUNG NALA
Audition Material

Simba Invites Nala

I Just Can’t Wait To Be King Music
SIMBA INVITES NALA

YOUNG SIMBA enters. He weaves in and out of the lionesses, in search of his friend, YOUNG NALA, a cute little cub

YOUNG SIMBA
Hey, Nala!

YOUNG NALA
Hi, Simba.

YOUNG SIMBA
Come on! I just heard about this great place!

YOUNG NALA
Simba -- I'm going hunting with my mother.

YOUNG SIMBA
This is a place your mother would never go.

YOUNG NALA
So where is it? Better not be anyplace boring.

YOUNG SIMBA
No. It's really cool.

SARABI, LIONESSES
So, where is this "really cool" place?

SARABI
Simba?

YOUNG SIMBA
Oh... Hi, mom.
(lying)
It's... around the waterhole.

YOUNG NALA
The waterhole? What's so great about the waterhole...?

YOUNG SIMBA
(through teeth)
I'll show you when we get there.
NALA
(getting it)
Ohhhh.

(to SARAFINA)
Uh, Mom, can I go with Simba?

SARAFINA
Sarabi?

YOUNG SIMBA, YOUNG NALA
Pleeeez?

SARABI
It's all right with me...

YOUNG SIMBA, YOUNG NALA
Yay!!!

SARABI
... as long as Zazu goes with you.

YOUNG SIMBA, YOUNG NALA
No! Not Zazu.
I JUST CAN'T WAIT TO BE KING
[Young Nala Audition Music]
gon-na be king Simba's fin-est fling!

just can't wait to be king.

just can't wait to be king!

SIMBA:
I Just Can't Wait To Be King [Young Nala Audition Music]

just can't wait...

NALA:

just can't wait...

to be king!

king!
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